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A theory parallel to that for blocking pairs of polyhedra is developed for 
anti-blocking pairs of polyhedra, and certain combinatorial results and problems 
are discussed in this framework. 
Blocking pairs of polyhedra are intimately related to maximum packing 
problems, anti-blocking pairs to minimum covering problems. 
Let D = (X E R+” I Ax < 11, where A is a non-negative matrix and 1 = 
(I,..., 1). The anti-blocker of the convex polyhedron D is de$ed to be the convex 
polyhedron 3 = {x E R+n 1 x . a < l}. It is shown that 3 = D and a method 
is described for finding a non-negative matrix B such that 5 = {x f  R,” j Bx < l}. 
In particular, if A is the incidence matrix of a family of subsets of {I,..., n> 
having the property that each subset of a member of the family is again a 
member of the family, a method is described for finding the facets of the convex 
hull of the rows of A. 
It is shown that anti-blocking pairs are characterized by a min-max equality, 
the analog of the max-flow min-cut equality for blocking pairs, or by a max-max 
inequality, the analog of the length-width inequality for blocking pairs. 
Finally, the theory of anti-blocking pairs is applied to certain problems in 
extremal combinatorics. A main result is the following. If  A and B are an anti- 
blocking pair of (0, 1)-matrices, then the min-max equality holds strongly for both 
ordered pairs A, B and B, A, i.e., both covering problems yA >, w, y  > 0, 
min 1 . y, and yB > W, y  > 0, min 1 . y, have integer solutions y  for all integer 
vectors W. Conversely, if A is a (0, I)-matrix with anti-blocker B, and if the 
min-max equality holds strongly for A, B, then all essential rows of B are (0, l)- 
vectors. This theorem bears on the perfect graph conjecture, and in fact proves 
a closely related theorem, which we call the pluperfect graph theorem. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In [lo] the notion of a blocking pair of polyhedra was introduced, and 
some applications of the resulting theory to extremal combinatorics were 
described. In this paper we develop a parallel theory for anti-blocking 
pairs of polyhedra, and discuss certain combinatorial results and problems 
from this viewpoint. 
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Blocking pairs of polyhedra have relevance for m~imum packing 
problems, anti-blocking pairs for minimum covering problems. 
maximum packing problem we mean the foollowing. Let A be an m by fz 
nonnegative matrix, and let w  be a non-negative n-vector. A solution 
m-vector y to the linear program 
YA < w, 
Y 3 0, 
max 1 * y, 
where 0 = (0 ,..., 0) and I = (1, . . . . l), is a maximum packing in w  of the 
rows of A. Similarly a solution m-vector y to the linear program 
YA > w, 
Y 2 0, (1.2) 
min 1 * y, 
is a minimum covering of w  by the rows of A. Normally the words 
“‘packing” and “covering” refer to combinatorial situations in which A 
is a (0, l)-matrix, thought of as the incidence matrix of a family of subsets 
of (1, 2,..., n>, w  is an integer vector (usually w  = l), and the solution 
vector y is required to have integer components, i.e., the maximum in (l.-t)9 
or the minimum in (1.2), is taken over all integer vectors y that satisfy the 
constraints. It is generally an enormous simplification in this situation ts 
drop the integer requirement on y, as we are doing, and to consider merely 
the real (or rational) packing and covering problems (I. 1) and (1.2). 
Dual to (1.3) is the linear program 
Ax >, 1, 
x 3 0, 0.3 
min w  * x. 
Similarly the dual of (1.2) is 
Ax < 1, 
x >, 0, 
max w  . x. 
The constraints in (1.3) define an unbounded n-dimensional, convex 
polyhedron 
V=(XER,+IAX>I) (W 
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situated in the non-negative orthant R,” of R”. The constraints in (1.4) 
define an n-dimensional polyhedron 
3’ = {x E R+n 1 Ax < l}, (1.6) 
also situated in the non-negative orthant R,“. The class of polyhedra of 
type (1.6) is the primary object of study in this paper. We shall assume 
throughout that 9Y is bounded, i.e., that no column of A consists entirely 
of zeros. This is not an actual restriction, since (1.2) is infeasible unless 
components of w  corresponding to zero columns of A are also zero, 
in which case such columns of A can be ignored. 
In [lo] we investigated the blocking relation for polyhedra of type (1.5), 
and found that it pairs members of this class. The appropriate analog for 
polyhedra of type (1.6) is the anti-blocking relation; it also pairs members 
of this class (Theorem 2.1). Anti-blocking pairs of polyhedra can be 
characterized by a min-max equality (Theorem 3.1), the analog of the 
max-flow mm-cut equality for blocking pairs of polyhedra, or by a 
max-max inequality (Theorem 3.2), the analog of the length-width 
inequality for blocking pairs of polyhedra. 
An important class of problems in extremal combinatorics is the 
following. Let al,..., am be (0, I)-vectors, thought of as the incidence 
vectors of a family of m subsets of an n-set. (For example, the vectors 
a1 ,. . ., am might represent the family of all simple paths joining two 
terminals of a graph G on II edges, the family of all tours in G, the family 
of all matchings in G, and so on.) How does one characterize the vectors 
al,..., am. as the extreme solutions of a system of linear inequalities ? 
If a1 ,..., urn are the incidence vectors of a clutter (no member of the family 
contains another member), it is shown in [lo] that the non-trivial facets of 
the unbounded polyhedron 
%? = conv. hull({al,..., am>) + R+* (1.7) 
are given precisely by the extreme solutions of the system Ax 3 1, x 3 0, 
where A has rows a1 ,..., a”. That is, the pair of polyhedra %? defined by 
(1.5) and @ defined by (1.7) are a blocking pair. Similarly, we find here 
(Theorem 2.3) that, if a1 ,..., a” are the incidence vectors of a family having 
the property that each subset of a member of the family is again a member 
of the family, then the facets of 
a = conv. hull({al,..., a”}) (l-8) 
can be determined from the extreme points of its anti-blocking polyhedron 
9? = {x E R,” j Ax < 11. It is no longer true for anti-blocking pairs that 
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each extreme point of one represents a facet of the other, as is the case for 
blocking pairs (for example, the origin is an extreme point of 98). 
From the combinatorial point of view, one interesting result of the 
paper is contained in Section 4, where we discuss anti-blocking pairs of 
(0, l)-matrices, and prove (Theorem 4.1) that, if A and B are such an 
anti-blocking pair, then the min-max equality olds for both ordered 
pairs A, 3 and 3, A in a strong, integer form. The connection between 
Theorem 4. I and certain well-known combinatorial theorems is discus 
in Section 5, where we note also the connection between Theorem 
and the perfect graph conjecture. 
2. THE ANTI-BLOCKING 
Let A be an m by n non-negative matrix. We assume that m > I and that 
no column of A consists entirely of zeros. Let 
S? = (b E R+” / Ab < I>. (2.1) 
Thus 98 is bounded and hence can be written as the convex hull of its 
extreme points b1 ,...) b’: 
3’ = conv. hull((bl,..., 6’)). w-9 
It is a consequence of the Farkas lemma on systems of linear inequalities 
that a row vector ai of the rnatrix A is inessential in defining B if and only 
if ai is dominated by a convex combination of other rows of A, i.e,, if 
and only if the inequality 
holds for some a1 >, O,..., ot, > 0 satisfying ai = 0, XL1 z$ = 1. Let 
We call 23 the anti-blocker of 9. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a non-negative matrix having 7x0 zero co~urfl~s 
and suppose 3 = (b E R,+ j Ab < 1) has extreme points bl,..., b’. Let 
matrix B have rows bl,..., 6’. Then B is non-negative, has no zero columns, 
and 
B = (a E R,n / Ba < I>, (2.5) 
cz = 98. GW 
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Proof. Clearly B is non-negative. If the largest element in the i-th 
column of A is pLi > 0, then B has as one of its rows the vector 
(%.., 0, upi , o,..., 01, 
the number l/pi occurring in the i-th position. In particular, B has no 
zero columns. 
Suppose a~~={a~R,+~a*98~1}. Then a*bj<l, j=l,..., r, 
and hence a C {a E R,+ 1 Ba < 11. Conversely, suppose a E R,+ and 
a * bj < 1 for j = l,..., r. Let b E 39. Thus b = C;=, q.jbj where olj > 0, 
C;=, ai = 1, and hence 
Hence a E g, and (2.5) holds. 
Clearly 99 C &. Suppose x E @, x # a. Thus, for some row of A, say al, 
we have a1 . x > 1, since x E R+“, x $3Y. But a1 E R,” and satisfies 
Bal < 1, and so aled? = {aER+“I Ba< l}. Since XE$ and aleg’, 
we must have a1 * x < 1, a contradiction. Thus g = Z3. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that, if we are given the matrix A defining 
a, then a matrix B defining 8 can be determined as follows. Append the n 
by n identity matrix to A, and then find an n by n non-singular submatrix A 
of the matrix thus obtained. Next solve the linear system of equations 
having A as coefficient matrix and having right-hand side 1 or 0 according 
as the corresponding row of A belongs to A or to the appended identity. 
If the resulting solution b satisfies b 3 0, Ab < 1, then b is an extreme 
point of B. All extreme points of g can be obtained in this way. 
An example illustrating Theorem 2.1 in R3 is shown in Fig. 1. 
In the example, if we start with the matrix A, all of whose rows are 
essential for g (define facets of B), we obtain B by the process outlined 
.(O,l 
011 
A= [ 1 101 110 
FIGURE 1 
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above. All rows of B except the first are essential for g. 0n the other hand, 
if we start with 3 (or just the essential rows of B) and compute the extreme 
points of L%?, we obtain, in addition to the rows of A, the four vectors 
(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, l), all of which are of course inessential 
for 93. Note in either case that an inessential extreme point (say an extreme 
point of &Z that does not represent a facet of 9) is a projection of some 
other essential extreme point (an extreme point of &? that does represent 
a facet of 37). We now prove that this is true in general. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a non-negative matrix ReJning the ~o~y~~ed~~~ 
98 = (b E R,” 1 Ab < 1) and let b, bl,..., bs be points qf 3’ such that b is 
an extreme point of 93 aid is dominated by a com:ex corn&nation ofbl,..., bs. 
Then b is a projection of some bi. 
ProoJ We may suppose 
(2.7) 
where CL~ > 0, i = l,..., k, and Cf=, ai = 1. If equality holds in (2.7), 
then, since b is extreme, we have b = b1 = ... = b”, and the conclusion 
of the theorem holds. Let b = (,& ,I.., ,Q, c = (yl 1 .. . . yJ. If b = 0, we 
are done. Rearranging coordinates if necessary, we may now suppose that 
p1 > o,..., pe > 0, p&+1 = .~a = pn = 0. 
Since b is extreme in 39, we can find an e by e submatrix E of A such 
that the equations Ex = 1 have the unique solution x = (/J )...> PJ. Eet 
Y = 65 >..., y,). Since 0 < x < y and E > 0, we have Ey 3 1. If  some 
component of Ey is greater than 1, then c 6 .!?Z, a contradiction. EIence 
Ey = 1, and thus, since E is non-singular, y = x. Zet bi = (p12,..., Pni)> 
and define projections b,i = (PI” ,..., ,Bei, 0 ,..., 0). Since ,& = yi for 
i=l >.‘., e andp,,, = ... = /3n = 0, we have 
where b,$ E W, i = I,..., k. Because b is extreme in .9Y, it follows that 
b = b,l z . . . = b k and hence b is a projection of bi for i = 1 ,..., k. 
Theorem 2.2 is u:e:ul in various ways. For example, if we are given 
the non-negative matrix A defining .98 = jb E R+‘” 1 Ab < l> and are able 
to find the extreme points of a’, then the facets of the anti-blocking poly- 
hedron g can be determined easily, since each facet of g corresponds to 
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an extreme point of L% that is not a projection of some other extreme point 
of .%Y. Another use is in the proof of Theorem 2.3 below. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let a1 ,..., am. be the incidence vectors of a clutter of m 
subsets S, ,..., S, of { l,..., n}, and let A have rows a1 ,..., am. Let z?8 = 
{b E R,+ 1 Ab < l} be bounded with extreme points bl,.. ., b’ and let the 
matrix B have rows bl,..., b’. Then the extreme points of the bounded 
polyhedron ~?8 = {a E R,” j Ba < l> are precisely al,..., a” together with 
all incidence vectors of subsets of S, ,..., S, (i.e., allprojections of al,..., a”). 
Proof. Since A is the incidence matrix of a clutter, no row of A is 
dominated by a convex combination of other rows of A, and hence each 
row of A is essential for GY. Consequently, by Theorem 2.1, each row of A 
is an extreme point of B. Moreover, since B contains the n by n identity 
matrix as a submatrix, it follows that the incidence vector of a subset of 
any S# is also an extreme point of a. There can be no others, for if a is 
an extreme point of g that is inessential for 9, then a is dominated by a 
convex combination of rows of A, and hence, by Theorem 2.2, a is a 
projection of some ai. 
The example of Fig. 1 illustrates Theorem 2.3. The extreme points of 
g = {a E R,” 1 Ba < 1) are precisely the rows of A (the incidence vectors 
of the clutter of all 2-sets of a 3-set) together with the incidence vectors of 
all singletons and the empty set. 
In the rest of this section we discuss a connection between anti-blocking 
pairs of polyhedra and blocking pairs of polyhedra [lo]. We describe this 
connection in the context of (0, 1)-matrices, and shall show (Theorem 2.4) 
that, if A is the incidence matrix of a clutter, if B is the blocking matrix 
of A, and if A’ is the complement of A (i.e., A’ is obtained from A by 
interchanging O’s and l’s), then the anti-blocking polyhedron of the 
polyhedron B’ = {b E R+% 1 A’b < l} can be obtained easily from the 
matrix B. 
We recall from [lo] that the blocking polyhedron of the (unbounded) 
polyhedron B = {b E R,n I Ab > 11, is the (unbounded) polyhedron 
4 = {a E R+” 1 a * 9? 2 l}, 
and that the non-trivial facets of 4 correspond precisely to the extreme 
points of B, i.e., if G? has extreme points bl,..., b’ and if B is the matrix 
having rows bl,..., b*, then 9? = {a E R+* 1 Ba > l}, and each row of B 
is essential in defining &. If A is a (0, 1)-matrix and if each row of A is 
essential in defining 2, then A is the incidence matrix of a clutter; in this 
case the blocking matrix B contains as a submatrix the incidence matrix of 
the blocking clutter [8, 131, i.e., B has a row corresponding to each 
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(0, I)-vector that has inner product at least 1 with ail rows of A, and is 
mimmal with respect to this property. In general, B will have many other 
fractional rows in addition to these integer rows. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be the m by n incidence matrix of a clutter on 
AL..., n>, and suppose A has no column consisting entirely of 1’s. Let 
be the r by n blocking matrix of A, and let pj denote the sum of the elements 
in thej-tit row bj of B. Let A’ be the complement of A. Then the anti-blocking 
po~y~edron of 39” = (b E R,n j A’b < I> is the ~o~y~edro~ 3’ = 
(a E R,” / a < 1, B’a < I}, where B’ is the r by n matrix having rows 
b’l(pl - l>,..., b’/(pr - 1). 
Proof. We note first that pj > 1. For, since A is a (0, I)-matrix, we 
surely have pj >, 1. If pj = 1, then, since bj is an extreme point sf the 
polyhedron %? = (x E R,” j Ax 3 l>, it follows that bj is the incidence 
vector of a singleton, and hence the j-th column of A consists entirely of 
l’s, contradicting our assumption on A. 
We next prove a lemma. 
LEMMA. Let E be an e by e non-singular (0, I)-matrix. Suppose the 
equations Ex = 1 have the unique solution x = (fl ,“.., 0, and that x 3 0, 
CI=, ES > I. Let E’ be the complement of E. Then the equations E’y = 1 
have a unique solution y = (vl ,..., 7,). Moreover, y 3 0 and Ci=, Q > I. 
Let p = XI=, & , and let J denote the e by e matrix consisting entirely 
of 1’s. Then y = x/(p - 1) satisfies 
E’y = (J - E) (-f-j = w-L?-.- - --!??-- 
P-1 p - 1 
P p ~ 
P--l ‘...’ p--l 
= 1. 
Clearly y > 0 and has component sum (T = p/(p - 1) > 1. If E’y = 1 
has two distinct solutions y1 and yz , with component sums g1 # 1, 
(TV f 1, we deduce as above that Ex = 1 has two distinct solutions, 
contradicting our assumption. If E’y = I has a solution y with component 
suma=l,thenEy=(J-E’)y=Jy-E’y=l--l=Q,andhence 
E is singular, again a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
Since bj is an extreme point of 93 = (x E R,” 1 Ax 3 11, there is a 
non-singular submatrix E of A such that the non-zero coordinates of b” 
are given as the solution of the equations Ex = 1. Applying the lemma, 
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we see that P/(pj - 1) is an extreme point of .%’ = (a E R+” 1 A’b < l} if 
this vector satisfies all the inequalities defining 99’. This follows as in the 
the proof of the lemma, since 
/&zL = 
Pd - 1 
<Pj i 1 1 - pj - 1 ‘...’ pj Pj 1 ( 1 ‘...’ pj - pj - 1 1 
< 1. 
In an exactly similar way, we see that an extreme point b of L%” has 
component sum CJ 3 1, and that, if u > 1, the same transformation 
b -+ b/(o - 1) produces an extreme point of ~8’. Since A’ has no columns 
of zeros, each unit vector is also an extreme point of L&Y’, and these are the 
only extreme points of ~8’ having component sums equal to 1. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
It follows from Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 that, if we know inequalities that 
characterize the incidence vectors of a clutter as the extreme points of a 
polyhedron of type (1.5), then we know inequalities that characterize 
the convex hull of all incidence vectors of the family consisting of the 
complementary clutter plus subsets of members of this clutter. 
We conclude this section with an example illustrating Theorem 2.4. 
In Fig. 2, the matrix A is the incidence matrix of all spanning trees of the 
1 4 
a 
3 
2 5 
01110 
01101 
11010 
A= 11001 
10110 
10101 
10011 
01011 
11000 (2 1) 
00011 
10101 
01110 
B= 01101 
10110 
0;t;t 
*O&-2* 
i?;;o* 
hit*0 
AL111 35333 
10001 
10010 
00101 
A' = 00110 
: 1 
01001 
01010 
01100 
10100 
B' 
FIGURE 2 
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graph shown there, B is the blocking matrix of A, A’ is the incidence 
matrix of all cotrees, and B’ is obtained from as in Theorem 2.4. Hnes- 
sential rows of B’ have a line drawn through em. As the example indi- 
cates, much simplification can occur in passing from to B’. 
3. THE MIN-MAX EQUALITY AND MAX-MAX INEQUALITY 
In this section we develop analogs for anti-blocking pairs of the max-flow 
mm-cut equality and the length-width inequality for blocking pairs of 
polyhedra. 
Let A and B be non-negative matrices, each havsving y1 columns and 
neither having zero columns. Let the rows of A be al,..,, LP and the rows 
ofB be bl,..., b’. We say that the min-max equality holds for the pair A, 
(in this order) if and only if, for each w  E R+“, it is true that in the linear 
program 
YA 3 w, 
Y 3 Q, (3.1) 
min 1 * y, 
we have 
min 1 . y = max bj . M’. 
l<i<r 
WI 
Similarly, we say that the max-max inequality holds for ihe pair A, B if 
and only if, for every I E R,n, w  E R+“, we have 
TI~EOREM 3.1. The min-max equality holds for the paiv A, B brand only 
if the polyhedra 98 = (b E R,” j Ab < 1) and .CZ = (a E R,” j Ba < I> are 
an anti-blocking pair. Hence if the min-max equality holds for A) B, it also 
holds for B, A. 
Proof. Suppose that 92 and GZ are an anti-blocking pair. By Theorem 
2.1.7 the matrix B contains as a row each extreme vector of ~27 that is 
essential for olt = .!??. Since an inessential row of B can be ignored in 
computing maxIGjGr bj . w, it follows from the linear programming 
duality theorem, together with the fact that the maximum value of a linear 
form defined over 25’ is achieved at an extreme point of ~29, that the 
minimum value of 1 . y in the linear program (3.1) is equal to 
mEa: w  * x = max bj * w. 
l<j<r 
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Conversely, suppose the min-max equality holds for the pair A, B 
(in this order). Let J??? have extreme points 6l,..., @, and let the matrix B 
have these as its rows. We shall show that 
O/! = {x E R,” / Bx < 1). (3.4) 
Suppose there is a w  E R,” such that Bw < 1, but Bw has some component 
greater than 1. Then 
max bj 
l<i<r 
* w  < max tii * w  = mEa w  . x. 
IGiGS (3.5) 
But by the min-max equality and the duality theorem for linear programs, 
we have that min 1 . y, subject to the constraints JJA 3 w, y > 0, is equal 
to both left- and right-hand sides of (3.5), a contradiction. Hence 
a2 (X E R,” j Bx < l}. Similarly we see that C’Q (x E R+% 1 Bx < l}. 
Hence (3.4) holds, and Theorem 2.1 implies that GZ = a. 
THEOREM 3.2. The polyhedra 99 = {b E R+” 1 Ab < l> and GZ = 
(a E R,” 1 Ba < l} are an anti-blocking pair if and only if (i) ai . bj < 1 
for all i = l,..., m, j = l,..., r, and (ii) the max-max inequality holds for 
the pair A, B. 
Proof. Assume (i) and (ii). (Note that (ii) implies our blanket assump- 
tion that no column of A or B is zero.) We show first that 
~‘Cd={x~R+“~x~~<l}, (3.6) 
~C~=(x~R+“jx+z<l1). (3.7) 
Suppose a E GZ, b E g. Then 
Hence by (ii), 
1 3 ( max ai . b)( max bj * a) >, a * b. 
l<i<m l<i<r 
Thus a * g < 1 and b * 02 < 1. Hence a E B, b E a, verifying (3.6) and 
(3.7). If the inclusion in (3.6) is proper, let Z E@, a # a. Since a Ed, we 
have ?i * GY < 1. Since a $ g, we have ai * fi > 1 for some i = I,..., m. 
But by (i), ai E 0Z, a contradiction. Hence g = d. 
Conversely, supposed = g. If ai . bj > 1 for some i, j, then ai $0Z = g, 
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and hence ai . b > 1 for some b E 2, contradicting the de 
Hence (i) holds. Let 1 E R+lZ, w  E R+*, and define 
X = ,zkxm ai . I, (3.8) 
If either 1 = 0 or w  = 0, the max-max inequality holds trivially. Assume 
1’ + 0, w  f 0. Suppose X = 0. Then some column of A is zero, contradicting 
our assumption on A. Hence I f 0 implies h > 0. similarly, w  # 
implies w  > 0. Then, by (3.8) and (3.9), we have 
az . (Z/h) < 1, i = I-,..., m, (3. no> 
bj . (w/w) < 1, j = l,..., r, (3.11) 
and hence I/h E B = d, w/w E GE Consequently (I/X) . (W/W) < 1, 
I-w SAhw. 
4. ANTI-BLOCKING PAIRS OF (0, 1)-MATRICES 
In this section we focus attention on anti-blocking pairs of (0, 1) 
matrices. There are wide classes of such matrices having special combi- 
natorial interest; some of these will be discussed in the next section. 
If A and B are non-negative matrices that define an anti-blocking pair 
of polyhedra, we call A, B an anti-blocking pair of matrices. (We could of 
course restrict A and B to essential rows in discussing anti-blocking 
matrices.) If A is a (0, 1)-matrix with anti-blocker B, we say that the 
min-max equality holds strongly for A, B provided the linear program 
(3.1) has an integer solution vector y whenever w  is a non-negative integer 
vector. It is intuitively clear that a necessary condition for the strong 
min-max equality is that all essential rows of B be (0, I)-vectors. It is 
surprising that this condition is also sufficient. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a (0, l)-matrix having IZQ zero columns and ket 
B be an anti-blocking matrix of A. The min-max equality holds strongly 
for A, B if and only if each essential row of B is a (0, 1)-vector. Hence, 
$ the min-max equality holds strongly for A, B, it holds strong~y~~r 
where BX consists of the essential rows of B. 
Before proving Theorem 4.1, we emphasize that the analogous statement 
for blocking pairs of matrices is false. A counterexamp~e for blocking 
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pairs is shown in Fig. 3. The example is based on the result, due to 
T. C. Hu [12], that the max-how min-cut theorem is valid for two- 
commodity flows in undirected graphs, but that fractional flows may be 
required. In the example, the matrix A is the incidence matrix of all s 
to s’ and all t to t’ paths in the graph shown. Take w  = 1 and observe 
that the unique solution to the 
110001 101010 011100 
(blocker) B: 
-I 
000111 
100100 
010010 
001001 
FIGURE 3 
program yA < w, y > 0, max 1 . y, is given by y = (4, Q, 4, $). It can 
also be shown for this example that the program yB < w, y 3 0, max 1 . y, 
always has integer solutions for arbitrary non-negative integer vectors w. 
Thus integer solutions in one of the two maximum packing programs for 
a blocking pair of (0, l)-matrices does not imply integer solutions in the 
other. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose the min-max equality holds strongly 
for A, B, and assume that B has a fractional row b = (pl ,..., pn) that is 
essential. Thus b is an extreme point of the polyhedron 
and there is a non-negative integer vector w  = (w., ,..., wn) such that the 
maximum value of w  . x, for x E 9, is achieved uniquely at x = b. Let 
h be a positive integer. By assumption, the linear program yA >/ w, y > 0, 
min 1 * y, has an integer solution y and (Xw) . b = 1 . (hy) is a positive 
integer 01. Suppose 0 < /I1 < 1, and let wA = (Xw, + 1, hw, ,..., hw,). 
Thus w,, . b = 01+ p1 is not an integer. Consider the program yA > w,, , 
y > 0, min 1 . y. There is an integer vector yn solving this program, and 
this vector y,, satisfies 1 . y,, = max w,, * b’, where the maximum is over 
rows b’ of B. Since 1 . y,, is an integer and w,, . b is not an integer, there is a 
row b,, = @,(A),..., Pn(A)) # b of B such that 
WA - bh = ,&I) + (Xw) . b,j > w,j - b = & + (Xw) - b, 
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and hence 
pi(X) > A(‘# . b - w . b,,). (4.11 
w . b > w  . b’ for all rows b’ -f b of B. Hence, since 
y rows, we have w  . b - w . b,, > 6 > 0, where #S is ind 
Thus, from (4.1), &(A) > X6. Since X is an arbitrary positive integer and 
has finitely many rows, this is absurd. Hence all essential 
(0, l)-vectors. 
Suppose, conversely, that each essential row of is a (0, I)-vector. 
We shall describe an algorithm for obtaining an integer solution to the 
linear program yA 3 w, y > 0, min 1 * y, where w  is a non-negative integer 
vector.l (Actually, in the description, we suppose the initial w  is positive. 
As will be clear, this is merely a convenience.) e know that min 1 * y 
subject to these constraints is equal to max bi * w, where F,..., br are the 
essential rows of B. Let max, bj . w = CO, a positive integer. Suppose 
at bj . w  = 0 for j = I,..., k, bj * w < w forj = k + I,..., Y. Then the 
linear system of equations and inequalities 
bj .x = 1, j = I,..., k, (44 
bj .x < 1, j = k + I,..., Y, (4.3) 
x 3 Q, 64.4) 
has the solution w/w. It follows that there is an extreme point a of 
fl = (x E R,+ / Bx < 11 that satisfies (4.2)-(4.4), and hence either vector a 
is a row of A or is a projection of some row of A. say either a = & or Q 
is a projection of &. Set the i-th component of y equal to 1 (temporarily), 
reduce all components of w  that correspond to positive entries in C.Z~ by 1, 
and delete columns in A and B that correspond to non-positive components 
of the reduced weight vector, as well as these components of the redluced 
weight vector, obtaining matrices A’, B’, and an integer vector w’ > 0. 
One can verify (either directly or by using Theorem 3.2) that the matrices 
A’ and B’ constitute an anti-blocking pair. Moreover, since bj I ai = 1 
for j = I,..., k, and bj . ai = 0 or 1 for j = k + l,“.., Y, it follows that 
max b’ . w’, taken over all rows b’ of B’, is equal to w  - 1. We can now 
repeat the argument, and in this way build up an integer solution vector y 
to the program yA 3 w, y > 0, min 1 * y. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 and well-known linear programming results 
fl I] that, if A is a totally unimodular (0, l)-matrix (all square submatrices 
1 See the proof of Theorem 5 of [l] for a special case of this constr~~3ion. 
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of A have determinant 0, 1, or - l), then there is an anti-blocking matrix B 
for A that is also a (0, 1)-matrix. Hence the min-max equality holds 
strongly for both A, B and B, A if one of the two is totally unimodular. 
(It is far from true that total unimodularity for A implies total unimodular- 
ity for B.) 
There are significant classes of examples of blocking pairs A, B of (0, l)- 
matrices where it is trivial to see directly that the min-max equality holds 
strongly for B, A, say, but where the strong min-max equality for A, B is a 
substantial theorem. 
For example, consider the Dilworth theorem [2] on minimal chain 
decompositions of partially ordered sets. (This will be discussed in more 
detail in the next section.) The Dilworth theorem is surely a substantial 
theorem. The dual theorem (in the anti-blocking sense) is just the statement 
that a minimal decomposition of a partially ordered set into anti-chains 
has cardinality equal to the length of a longest chain. But this latter 
theorem is a triviality, since a minimal decomposition into anti-chains 
can be obtained by deleting all minimal elements in the partially ordered 
set, then repeating the process in the reduced partially ordered set, and so 
on. And yet, in view of Theorem 4.1, these two dual theorems are in a 
certain sense equivalent. 
5. COMBINATORIAL EXAMPLES 
In this concluding section we discuss some examples of anti-blocking 
pairs of polyhedra that have combinatorial interest. In each example 
we take A to be an m by n (0, I)-matrix, so that A can be viewed as the 
incidence matrix of a family of m subsets of an n-set, and describe an Y 
by n anti-blocking matrix B for A. 
Example 1 (Permutations). Let A be the m = S! by 12 = s2 (0, l)- 
matrix having a column for each cell ij of an s by s array and having a row 
corresponding to each s by s permutation matrix, viewed as a vector in R”. 
It is well known that the inequalities 
i 6% G 1, i = l,..., S, (5.1) 
(5.2) 
all i, j, (5.3) 
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have as extreme solutions x = &) precisely the rows of A together with ah 
projections of these rows. Hence (5.1)-(5.3) define the ants-blocking 
polyhedron of B = {x E R” 1 Ax < 11. In other words, an ante-bloc~~g 
matrix of A is the r = 2s by n = s2 matrix B whose rows are the 
incidence vectors of the rows and columns of an s by s array. (See Fig. 4 
for an illustration for s = 3.) 
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RGURE 4 
It is well known that the min-max equality holds strongly for both 
A, I3 and B, A. (This also follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that B is 
totally unimodular.) For w  a (0, I)-vector, the strong mm-max equality 
for B, A is the classical K&rig theorem on maximum matchings and 
minimum covers in bipartite graphs, and the strong min-max equahty 
for A, B is the theorem, also due to K&rig, that the minimum number of 
colors required for an edge-coloring in a bipartite graph is equal to the 
maximum valence in the graph. Neither theorem is obvious. 
Observe that the max-max inequality says here that if I and w  are non- 
negative s by s matrices, that if h is the value of an optimum assigmnent 
for I (i.e., h is the largest sum obtainable from I by selecting just one entry 
from each row and column), and if w  is the largest row or column sum of W, 
then hw > 1. w. 
Example 2 (Chains in a partially ordered set). Let A be the incidence 
matrix of ah chains in a partially ordered set on n elements. Here one 
can deduce, either from the Dilworth theorem [2] on chain decompositions 
of partially ordered sets or from known results about network flows [9I, 
that an anti-blocking matrix B for A is the matrix whose rows are the 
incidence vectors of all anti-chains (a subset of elements, no two of 
which are comparable) of the partially ordered set. (See Fig. 5 for an 
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illustration, where we have listed only essential rows of A (maximal chains) 
and of B (maximal anti-chains).) 
For w  = 1, the strong min-max equality for A, B is the Dilworth 
theorem; the extension to non-negative integer vectors w  can be deduced 
from the Dilworth theorem by replicating elements appropriately in the 
partial ordering. The strong min-max equality for B, A is, on the other 
hand, a triviality, since the following simple algorithm solves the linear 
program 
1 0 0 0 1 
B: El 0 1110 
0 0 0 11 
FIGURE 5 
yB 2 W, y > 0, min 1 * y. Select the anti-chain of all minimal elements in 
the partially ordered set, and set the corresponding component of y equal 
to 7, where 7 is the least of the weights (components of W) assigned to 
members of this anti-chain. Reduce each of these weights by 7, delete any 
elements now having weight zero, and repeat the procedure. 
In general, neither the chain matrix A nor the anti-chain matrix B is 
totally unimodular. 
The max-max inequality asserts that, if we are given two weight vectors w  
and 1, then the product of the largest chain weight, computed using 1, 
and the largest anti-chain weight, computed using w, is at least equal 
to I - w. 
Example 3 (Cliques in graphs). Let A be the incidence matrix of all 
cliques (a subset of vertices, every pair joined by an edge) in a graph G on II 
vertices. In general, no decent characterization of an anti-blocking matrix B 
is known for this situation. But if G is a rigid circuit graph (every circuit 
of four or more edges has a chord), a comparability graph (orientations 
can be assigned the edges of G so that the resulting directed graph 
represents a partial order on the vertices of G, i.e., if a -+ b, b + c, then 
a -+ c), or the complement of a rigid-circuit graph or of a comparability 
graph, then an anti-blocking matrix B has rows that are the incidence 
vectors of all independent sets of vertices of G. (A set of vertices is 
independent if no pair is joined by an edge.) (For illustrations see Fig. 6, 
where we have listed maximal cliques and maximal independent sets only, 
i.e., the essential rows of A and B.) 
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Note that, in complementing the graph 6, we interchange the roles of A 
and B. Hence it sufhces to consider only the cases (a) G is a rigid-circuit 
graph, and (b) G is a comparability graph. The second of these has been 
dealt with above, since a clique in G is a chain in the resulting partially 
ordered set, and an independent set is an anti-chain. We shall dispose of 
2 
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FIGURE 6 
(a) by sketching an algorithm which can be used to prove that the mm-max 
equality holds for A, B in the strong form. (It is known [I] that, if w  is a 
(0, I)-vector, the integer form of the min-max equality holds, but it does 
not seem to follow directly from this fact that it also holds for general w. 
The device of replicating a vertex can destroy the rigid-circuit property.) 
This algorithm for computing min 1 . y subject to yA > w, y 3 0, is based 
on the known fact [3] that a rigid-circuit graph always contains a simphciai 
vertex. Here a vertex is simplicial if it and all its neighbors form a clique in 
G. The algorithm is the following. Select a simplicial vertex in G, say u, 
and suppose D has w-weight 6. Vertex u is a member of just one maximal 
clique C in 6; assign C a y-component 6, reduce all w-weights of vertices 
in C by 6, delete v and all other vertices in G having non-positive weights? 
and repeat the process with the new graph G’ and the new weights w’. 
(Note that 6’ is again a rigid-circuit graph, since deleting vertices does not 
destroy this property.) 
Rigid-circuit graphs and comparability graphs are examples of a class 
of graphs that are called perfect graphs [ 11. For a graph 6, let y( 
$&b/I&-g* 
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the chromatic number of G (the minimum number of independent sets 
that cover G), let n(G) denote the partition number of G (the minimum 
number of cliques that cover G), let X(G) denote the clique number of G 
(the size of a largest clique in G), and let w(G) denote the independence 
number of G (the size of a largest independent set in G). A graph G is 
y-perfect if y(H) = X(H) for every (vertex-generated) subgraph H of G; 
G is r-perfect if V(H) = w(H) for every (vertex-generated) subgraph H 
of G; G is perfect if it is both y-perfect and n-perfect. Thus a graph is 
y-perfect if and only if, for all (0, I)-vectors W, we have (a) the linear 
program VB 2 W, y 3 0, min 1 . y, has an integer solution y, and (b) 
min 1 * y = max,GiGm ai * W, where the clique matrix A has rows al,..., am. 
Similarly for r-perfection. 
In addition to rigid-circuit graphs and comparability graphs, “uni- 
modular” graphs are perfect; that is, if the clique matrix A is totally 
unimodular, as it is for bipartite graphs, it is known [l] (and follows from 
Theorem 4.1) that the graph is perfect. 
It has been conjectured by Berge that y-perfection (or a-perfection) 
implies perfection for a graph. This has been frequently called “the perfect 
graph conjecture.” In this connection we note that the corresponding 
“pluperfect graph conjecture” is true. That is, if we define y-pluperfection 
to mean that the min-max equality holds strongly for B, A, and pluper- 
fection to mean that the min-max equality holds strongly for both A, B 
and B, A, then Theorem 4.1 shows that y-pluperfection implies pluper- 
fection. Thus, to prove the perfect graph conjecture, it suffices to show that 
y-perfection implies y-pluperfection. For this, it suffices to show that, 
if G is y-perfect, and if we replace a vertex v in G by two vertices v’, v”, 
where v’ and v” are joined by an edge and each is joined by an edge to every 
neighbor of v (i.e., duplicate v and join v to its duplicate), the new graph G 
is again y-perfect. 
Example 4 (Independent sets in matroids). Let A be the incidence 
matrix of the family of independent sets in a matroid on n elements. 
(For example, A could be the incidence matrix of the family of subtrees 
of a graph on n edges.) It has been shown by Edmonds [7] that the 
inequalities 
2 fi < 4% all 8 C U,..., 4, (5.4) 
Ei 3 0, i E {l,..., n}, (5.5) 
have as extreme solutions precisely those vectors x = (El ,..., .$,) that are 
incidence vectors of independent sets in the matroid. (In (5.4), r(S) denotes 
the matroid rank of set S. The inequalities (5.4) are not all essential in 
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general. For instance, S can clearly be restricted to spans (closed sets) 
in (5.4), but some of these may still yield inessential inequalities.) Thus an 
anti-blocking matrix for A is the matrix B having a row 6, = bS’/r(S), 
where bs’ is the incidence vector of set S, corresponding to each non-empty 
s c {l,..., n>. (We are tacitly assuming that no element has rank zero in 
the matroid, i.e., our blanket assumption that A has no zero coiumns,) 
The min-max equality for A, B does not hold in the strong form, of course, 
but Edmonds has shown [6] that the best integer answer to the program 
yA 3 w, y > 0, min 1 . y, yields 
min 1 . y = (m;x IV . bs), (5.6) 
where (a) is the least integer greater than or equal to 01. 
For an illustration, see Fig. 2. The matrix A’ shown there is the incidence 
matrix of all maximal independent sets (bases) in the cotree matroid (the 
matroid dual to the tree matroid) of the graph shown there. 
Example 5 (Matchings in graphs). Let A be the incidence matrix of 
the family of all matchings in a graph on y1 edges. (A matching is a subset 
of edges, no two on the same vertex.) Here Edmonds has shown [4,5] 
that inequalities of two types characterize the convex hull of the rows of A. 
Let fij be a variable assigned to the edge ij having vertices i and j as ends 
in the graph G having s vertices. The inequalities can then be written as 
&j 3 0, all edges ij. (5.9) 
Iin (5.7) Ni denotes the set of vertices that neighbor i; in (5.8) the subset of 
vertices 0 has odd cardinality j 0 /, and the sum is over all edges joining 
members of 0. Thus (5.7) and (5.X) determine an anti-blocking matrix B 
of A. (For an illustration, see Fig. 7, where we have shown essential rows 
only.) 
Edmonds’ proof that (5.7) and (5.8) have just the matchings as extreme 
solutions is an algorithm for solving the dual programs BX < 1, x >, 0, 
max w  . x, and yB > w, y 3 0, min 1 * y, thereby establishing the min-max 
equality for B, A. 
Note that the best integer answer in the program yA > I, y 3 
mm 1 ~ y, provides a coloring of the edges of the graph with the least 
number of colors. Hence the integer form of this problem is unsolved. 
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But if we allow “fractional colorings”, i.e., if we consider the linear 
program yA 3 W, y > 0, min 1 * y, over the reals or rationals, then 
Edmonds’ result and Theorem 3.1 show what the answer is. For example, 
one can deduce the following: if G is a trivalent triply connected graph, 
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FIGURE 7 
then the edges of G can be “fractionally colored” with a “coloring” of 
total weight three, i.e., min 1 . y = 3 subject to yA >, 1, y 3 0. (For 
instance, there are six matchings in the Petersen graph having the property 
that, if each is assigned weight one-half, all edges are covered.) 
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